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Question

� Which of the following methodological 
procedures can cause moral conflicts to 
arise?

� A) Invasion of privacy

� B) deception

� C) withholding information from research 
participants

� D) all of the above

Question

� Deliberately withholding information 
from research participants is called …..; 
deliberately misinforming participants is 
called …..

� A) active deception; passive deception

� B) active deception; double deception

� C) double deception; passive deception

� D) passive deception; active deception

Question

� In the Milgram experiments, which of 
the following actually received electrical 
shocks?

� A) the “teacher”

� B) the “learner”

� C) both A and B

� D) neither A nor B

Question

� Ethical questions were raised about the 
Milgram experiments because

� A) participants were deceived and 

apparently stressed

� B) some participants received severe 
shocks

� C) some participants were physically 
injured

� D) all of the above

Question

� Research at all colleges and universities 
has to be approved by 

� A) the president of the institution

� B) the government

� C) professors in psychology

� D) an IRB (insan arastirmalari etik kurulu) 

Question

� The procedure of disclosing the full 
purpose of a study after individuals 
have participated is called

� A) debriefing

� B) peer review

� C) the Milgram procedure

� D) double deception
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Discussion Question
� A university student is interested in studying 
in helping behavior. She designs an 
experiment to take place in a corner 
drugstore. The owner is agreed to help to the 
student. The student has a confederate who 

commits a robbery at the store. Another 
confederate observes the real consumers’ 
reaction to robbery. What are some ethical 
problems in this research? What are the risks 
and benefits? If you were a member an IRB, 
would you approve this research?

Discussion Question

� A student want to run a study in which he will 
deceive subjects into believing that they have 
done poorly on a test of their sensitivity to 
others. At the end of the experimental 
session, he plans to pay the subjects, thank 

them for participating, and tell them they can 
call him later if they have questions about the 
study. What are some ethical problems in this 
research?

Discussion Question

� An instructor tells her students that 
have ethical responsibilities when 
writing up their research? What are 
those responsibilities?


